This week’s word is a bit tricky - it’s “demonstrate” - you
might have guessed - it’s the BIG word in the center of the
page! What does digital scrapbooking DO to demonstrate
how you feel about your family and your friends and your
life? Does your work SHOW how you feel, help the reader or
viewer understand what you mean? Does your page create
a sense of how special the event or even just that moment
was for you? In our chat this week, I want you to think about
the pages and projects you are or will create and what they
DO to DEMONSTRATE how you feel!
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Think about your pages and projects this week from the READER/VIEWER’s perspective. If you didn’t know
anything about the people and events on the page how would you feel about it? Would the page clearly be
able to demonstrate the atmosphere or feeling behind the photos? Was it a silly day in your house when all
your kids dressed themselves and NOTHING matched?? Was it a special moment with grandparents when they
got to meet your new baby for the first time? Those images are priceless, all part of the story we are writing
and they need to be able to really TELL the story to those - maybe years later - so they will know why you took
the time to preserve them. Don’t skimp on the details when creating a project - envision what emotion you
want to evoke and choose elements and photos carefully that will weave that wonderful tale. You can do it!

And a VERY special THANK YOU to our friend, Sarah from
*Sweet Blossom Designs* for letting us use her super cute
kit, *PHOTO SHOOT* for this fun series! Thanks Sarah,
we LOVE it!! (I think you will too!)
Check it out here: PHOTO SHOOT!

Join us each Saturday in 2012 for a fun new edition of MMS P-52! It’s
going to be a fun journey into our lives, our memories, our family’s
story and we’ll grow through it together! If you miss a week, don’t
worries, the posts will be listed on the blog so you can always catch
up! If you have something FUN you want to suggest that we add to the
list - please send me an email, Email me at LisaJ@MyMemories.com

. .and don’t forget to make a memory today!
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